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Complex Roots in the Characteristic Equation for 

LOvE-type 'Vavesin a Layer over a Half Space 

Kyozi T AZIME 

. (Received Aug. 30, 1960) 

Abstract 

In order to investigate surface waves thoroughly, it is necessary to try to find 
complex roots besides real ones in the characteristic equation. In the present 
paper, for simplicity, SH-waves are treated. Two types of waves have been found. 
One resembles somewhat the ordinary LOVE waves and the other the normal modes 
in a plate. 

1. Introduction 

It is well known that LOVE waves exist when the velocity of SH-waves 
in a superficial layer is smaller than that in a lower half space. When the 
half space is absent, on the other hand, normal modes of SH-waves can again 
exist. In this case the superficial layer may be taken as a plate. SH-waves 
feel no resistance to liquid. In other words, liquid is nothing but a vacuum for 

SH-waves. 
From the viewpoint of rigidity ratio f-£z/ f-£1> the above description will be 

arranged as follows, assuming that densities PI and pz are equal to each layer. 

(a) When f-£d f-£l> 1, there exist LOVE waves which are a kind of normal 

modes. 
(b) When f-£z/ f-£l =0, normal modes can .again exist. 
IIi both cases no energy may run off the superficial layer. However it 

may be physically expected that some waves akin to, (b) will be observed', if. 
f-£z/ f-£1 is not exactly zero but nearly zero. It can not be recognized physically 

that the waves will appear quite SUddenly at f-£d f-£l =0, 
Admitting the above consideration, normal modes of SH-wav:es must 

exist everywhere between 1> f-£z/ f-£1~ 0, although some relative difficulty ~f. 
existence may be unavoidable. 

, 2. General considerations on complex wave numbers 

Whel). displacement of SH-waves is written as 

"h (t, x, z) where j = 1 or 2, (2.1-) 
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this must satisfy the next equation, 

02 "hlo t2 = V/ \721Jrj . 

Taking space coordinates as'those illustrated in Fig. 1, 

--.--'0T--------~ X 

H p. , ~I 

'2 , }AI 
2 

z 
Fig, 1. The space coordinates under consideration. 

(2.2) can have the following particular solution: 

'h = ei(wt-~:<) (C j ei"'ijZ + Di e- i '1j') 

in which' 
and 

If ~ and kj are complex quantities, 

and 

Ylj must ,also be complex, 

Y/j = ?]j + i TJj 

where l, ~, .... , TJj are real quantities. 
Putting (2.5) and (2.6) into (2.4), one gets 

. y/ j2 = Rl-kl- (l2-l2) + 2 i (Rjkj-a) 

and finds that 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

The sign of ?]; TJj on the lower half of ~-plane is illustrated in Fig. 2 where 
the suffix j is omitted. The white circle indicates the branch .point where 

Ylj=O. 

The signs of ?]j and TJj themselves have not been decided. In spite of 
various combinations of the signs of ?]j 'and TJj in (2.6), either C2 or D2 in (2.3) 
must be zero, because the second layer, that is the lowest layer in the present 
problem, has no reflecting surface under itself. Physically, the next condition 
may be considered: 
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Fig. 2. The sign of 'lJj'IJj' 
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"h should neither ipcrease its amplitude nor regress in x- and} (2.9) 
z-directions below the source. 

The condition in x-direction can be satisfied well in the fourth quadrant 
of ~-plane. Yet the condition in z-direction is too severe to find complex 
roots in the characteristic equation. If C2 may be abandoned, for example, 
the region where 1)2> 0 and ~2 < 0 can satisfy the condition completely. But 
the region where 1)2 < 0 and ~2 < 0 or the region where 7]2> 0 and ~2'> 0 may 
satisfy the condition only incompletely. 

In the former region, .,h does not increase its amplitude but regresses in 
z-direction. In the latter region, on the contrary, "Vr2 does not regress but 
increases its amplitude in z-direction, Some compromise will be proposed to 
this question. 

Now several boundary conditions are given in the present case as follows: 

stress must be zero at z = 0 J 
and (2.10) 

displacements as well as stresses must be continuous at z = H. 

Because (2.3) must satisfy (2.10) and also C2 =0, the next relation will be 

obtained, 

which is the characteristic equation for LOvE-type waves. 

and 

Since 

tan (1)1 +i ~l)H = (tan 1)lH sech2 ~lH + i tanh TJ1H sec2 7]lH) 
/ (1 + tan 2 7]lH tanh 2 TJ1H) 

(2.11) 

1 (2.12) 

the characteristic equation can have no complex root in the region 7]2TJZ> 0 if 
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1]2 and fJ2 are negative. 
On the other hand, expressions (2.3) and (2.11) are never disturbed by 

changing the sign from YJl to -YJl' From now on, it will be assumed without 
failure of generality that 

1]j is positive in every region 

and 

fJj is negative in the region 1]jfJj < 0 but positive in the 

region 1]jfJj > O. 

If fJj is positive, however, '..]r2 seems to increase its amplitude infinitely in 

z-direction. It must be ascertained whether this is m~rely apparent 'ot aCtual. 

3. Ray theoretical. inv~sti~ations on complex. 
" .' . 
wave numbers 

Introducing incident angles, (2.4) will be expressed by 

and (3.1) 

Putting 

(3.2) 

where e j a:nd OJ are real 'and positive, the next relations ,will be~ obt~ined : 

t = k j sin 1Jj cosh OJ, ~ = -"kj cos 1Jj sinh OJ 

1]j = kj cos 1Jj cosh OJ, fJj = kj sin 8j sinh8j , 

ass,uming that kj is real. 
'Then the phase lag of ,yz will be calculated, 

-i ~x-i 7hH-;-i YJ2(z-H) 

} (3.3) 

= -i [tX+1]lH +1]2 (z-H)} + {~x+fJIH +fJ2 (z-H)) . (3.4) 

" Putting here 

the first brace on the right hand side in (3.4) will be 

r l kl cosh Ol + r2 k2'cosh82.· 

'The second brace in (3.4) beco~es 

kl sinh Ol' (-'.::.xo cos8l + H sin ( 1), 

(3.5) 

+ k2 sinh O2 {-(x-xo) cos1J2 +(z-H) sin 82 ) • (3.6)· 
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If 81 and 82 are taken as an incident 
angle and a refracting one respectively, 
r1 = PQ and r2 = QR as shown in Fig. 3. 
The value of (3.5) means the phase lag of, 
"h at z from z=O. 

One sees in Fig. 3, 

MM' = Xo cos 81 = H sin 81 

and 
z 
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2 

. R (x,z) 

, NN'= (x-xo) cos 82 = (z-H) sin 82 • 

Therefore (3.6) must be zerq, namely 

Fig. 3. Ray paths in the layers. 

'Ih oc exp {-=-i fx-i 'YJ1H -i YJ2(z-H)} 

= exp (-i k1rl cosh 81 - i k2r2 cosh ( 2 ) • 

In spite of the existence of both ~ 1 and 7J2' (3.7) shows that 

'Ih will neither regress in every direction nor increase its 
amplitude in its progressing direction. 

(3.7) 

} (3.8) 

Looking back to the pn~vious section, one sees that (2.9) ought to be 
modified by (3.8). 

4. A course for finding, complex roots 

In order to find complex roots satisfying (2.11), phase velocity c will be 
introduced, 

(4.1) 

in which c and e are real and positive. 

One has from (4.1) 

.tlkj = (Vjlc) {I + (elc)2}-1 and ~N = -elc' '(4.2) 

and obtains 

(4.3) 

in which kj is assumed to be real. 
Therefore clVj will rest upon the circle on f-plane as shown in Fig. 4. 

Locations of e/c on f-plane ~te very easy. owing to the second relation of (4.2). 
The chain line in Fig. 4 will be explained later. 

Substituting (4.1) into (2.6). 'YJj in the region 'fJj7Ji > 0 can be expressed with 
the assumption of (2.13) as follows; 
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in which 

and 

where 

K.1.'AZIME 

Fig. 4. Locations of ~/Vj and c/~ on ~-plane. Arrows 
indicate the increasing direction of Ej . 

. Using these expressions, one will get· 

(4.4) 

t (4.5) . 
I 

i(7i2+i~2)/(rh+i~l) = (RzIRI) {sin (CI-C2)+icos (cl-cz)} . (4.7) 

Putting here, 

and 

Q = (I'-dl'-l) (RzIRI) cos (C1 -C2)' 

and using the relation (2.12), (2.11) will become 

tan 2fJIH = 2PI(1_pz_QZ) 

and 

Then eliminating It) from (4.9), one has 

} (4.8) 

} (4.9) 

tan'CI =~d~l ~ tanh- l {2 Q/(1+P2+QZ) }/tan-l {2 P /(1_PL_Q2)} (4.10) 

which means the relation between elv1 and c Ie, the parameter being vzlvl • 

If any e Ie against c IVI may be found with. (4.10), the corresponding It) will 

be decided by (4.9), namely 
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wH e 
--v;- = 2Vl • 

e 
= 2V1 . 

tanh-1{2 QI(l +P2+Q2)} 
R1 sin C1 

tan-1{2 P 1(1-pcQ2)} 
Rl cos c1 . 
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(4.11) 

5. Preliminary investigations before the numerical solution 

The relation between Cj and ele is calculated by (4.5) and is illustrated in 
Fig. 5 where the parameter is elVj but the suffix j is omitted. The relation 
between R j and e Ie and that between tan Cj and e Ie are also illustrated in Figs. 
6 and 7. 

-'C"/e 
Fig. 5. The relation between E/and.:c/~. 
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C/V-O.o3 0.07, 
1.52 3 5 7 10 

1(.) 

(;j-

I 
0.1 

-»R 
Fig. 6. The relation between R j and t/~. 

The chain lines in Figs. 4, 5 and 7 correspond to the rdation 

dCj/d:(clc) = 0, 
that is 

Table 1. 

case 

P means positive and 
N negative. 

: I 
p 

p 

stricted by the sign of Jan 7JIH tan 27JIH. 

(5.1) 

It is seen in Fig. 5 that the 
smaller the clvj, the larger Cj for 
the same value of c Ie. Thus Table 
1 will be obtained. 

Then the multiplicity of 27JIH 
in (4.9) should be somewhat re-
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Fig. 7. The relation between tan Ej and e/~. 

and 

2fJ1H = Tan-1{2P/(1-P2-Q2)} + (2n-l)7l' 
for tan fJ1H tan 2 fJ1H < 0 I (5.2) 
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27;!H = Tan- 1 [2P/(1-P2-Q2)} + 2n'lt 

for tan TJIH tan 2 'ihH> 0 

m whIch n means any Integer 
If each c/v) IS dIfferent from umty, 

Table 2 P means posItIve and 
N negatIve 

case (a) I ~ (?) j 

p N P 
I_p2_ Q2 N P 

tan 2 7J1H p' P 

be reduced to 

wH /t!l = -'It /2 + n'lt 
and 

wH/v{ = it'lt 

although V2/V1: reacl).es .neither 00 nor 0 

(5.3) 

resultIng In Table 2 
If c/v1 > 1, one sees III Figs. 5 

and 6 that cos 6\=1 and R1=c/V1. 
In thIS condItIOn both tanh-1 {2Q 
/(1+P2+Q2)} and tan-1 {2P/(1-
P2_Q2)} have consIderably smaller 
values than umty and (4 11) will 

for case (a) 

} (5.4) 
for case (b) , 

6. Complex roots found numerically in the 
characteristic equation 

(4 10) has been ~olved numencally for case (a) The result IS Illustrated 
In FIg 8 where viv1 = 4 and I P2/ PI = 1 are assumed Solutrons cannot be 
easIly determmed for lower orders on the left SIde of the chaIn hne on whIch 

S 

'3 I 
/ 

/ ... / ;:, 
"- 10 '''' 

5 

03 
01 3 5 ID 3 5 7 10 

---- efc 
FIg 8 Relation between C/V1 and c/c 
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?-IVi becomes maximum. 
By making use of (4.2) and (4.3), the locus of the complex root can be 

drawn on f-plane as shown with full lines in Fig. 9 where the number in 
parenthesis means the order of the root. In these figures chain lines cor

respond to (5.1). 

t 

Fig. 9. Locus of the complex root on ~-plane" 

Similarly to case (a), several relations .have been obtained for case (b). 
These results are illustrated in Figs. 10 to 12 where higher orders than the 

second are omitted. The relation between TvdH and ?-Ivi is also shown in 
Fig. 13 where broken lines are dispersion curves for v2lvl=O and dotted lines 

indicate e IVI' 

~\\\ 

.. -·--··---~--rO) •• ,. 

'.;. 

\<?o 
~,\ 

Fig. 10. Relation between ~/vi and ele 
for zeroth and first orders. 

Fig. 11. Relation between ~ IVI and c Ie 
for the second order. . 
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! 
I 
I 

! 
I 

,I 

Fig. 12. Locus of the complex root on ~-plane. 

Indeed complex roots have been found in both cases (a) and (b), but 
it is still questionable whether these complex roots will produce practical 
waves or not. This question must be discussed in the followi~g sections. 

7. Ray theoretical interpretations on complex roots 

Using reflecting coefficient, 

K = {l- (,u2172) /(,u1171) } / { 1 + (1-1'2172) /(1-1'1171) } , (7.1) 

one can express the characteristic equation by 

1- K exp (-2i 171H) = 0 (7.2) 

which is the same equation as (2.11). 
Taking ~ as real, K is illustrated in Figs. 14(a) and (b) where P2/P1= 1 

is assumed. 
For case (a). If V2/V1 approaches to 00, K may coincide with -1 and 

(7.2) will be reduced at the same time to 

cos 171H = 0 . (7.3) 

This is nothing but the characteristic equation for LOVE waves at the 
limit when vdvJ =00; it is equivalent to the upper equation of (5.2) or (5.4). 
It must be noticed in Fig. 14 that K can become near -1 within the region, 
V2 < C < 00 if VdVl is very large; although the phase velocity of LOVE waves 
should be restricted within V1 < C < v2 • 
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4.----------,~---------..-----------, 

3~----------~-----------+~~--------~ 

2~--------~~~------~~~~------~ 

\~~ 
\'--

····· .. JA 

1/4 
~= 1/10 O~ ____ ~~-=~~~~ ____ -L __________ ~ 

o 2 3 

---'>- Tv,/H 

(a) 

(b) 

Fig. 13. Relations between clvl , tlvl and TvdH. 
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It may be considered, from a practical viewpoint, that (7.3) can be satisfied 
approximately even if V2/Vl does not become exactly 00. This consideration 
suggests that there may exist in layers where 1 < V2 /V l < 00 some waves 
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to. =:=:m ____ ;:~------:~c::io!?OCC-or-==-==- === 
I '(.0 
{'--
1/'/" 

~ o.r---------------~I~I--~_+--~r_--~ 
1 

.0 
4 

-to. -. 
Q.3 0.1 30. 

---> C/v, 

(0) 

.., 

.. 9 

I 
10. 

(b) 

Fig. 14. Reflecting coefficient. 

approximately characterized by (7.3). They are different from LOVE waves but 
have larger phase velocity than v2 • 

For case (b). If vz/v~ approach,es to zero, K may coincide with 1 and 
(7.2) will be reduced at the same time to 

sin YJ~H = 0 . (7.4) 
This is nothing but the characteristic equation for the normal modes of 

SH-waves in a plate bounded by air and is equivalent to the lower equation of , 
(5.2) or (5.4). It must be noticed again in Fig. 14 that 1>. can become near 1 
within the region v~ < c < 00 if VdVi is very small. It may be considered, from 
a practical point of view, that (7.4) can be satisfied approximately even if vz/v1 

does not become exactly zero. This: consideration suggests that some waves 
approximately characterized by (6.4) may exist in layers where O<vz/v~ < 1. 

Because all waves which might be derived from complex roots in the 
. characteristic equation must have wave fronts oblique to 'the boundary surface 
and cannot decreast:; their amplitudes in z-diredioll in the lowest half space, 
they will escape the usual definition of "surface waves". 
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8. Group velocity and amplitude function 

When the characteristic equation is satisfied, the root will introduce group 
velocity. If the root is complex, group velocity U will also be complex. 

U = ~ = {'( d t )2 +( d ~ )2}-1( d t _ i.9---.t). 
d~ dw dw dw dw 

(8.1) 

On the other hand, it was seen in Fig. 10 or 13 that. 

dcldT~O for dc!d(c/c)~O, (8.2) 

in connection with Fig. 8 or 1'1. This means that dUdw as well as d~/dw is 
always positive, excepting the zeroth order in case (b), on the locus of the 

complex root, as shown in Fig. 15 where arrows indicate the increasing'direc
tion of w. 

'-- ,/ ---.-.--" 

,j 
/ 

Therefore Re U is positive but 1m U is negative on the whole locus of the 

complex root except that of the zeroth order. (8.2) gives almost no restriction 
for practical exsistence of the cpmplex root, at least as to group velocity. 

Amplitude function of LOVE waves in a layer over a half space has been 
expressed by 
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It must be kept in mind that .amplitude function ,0f normal modes in 
general is proportional to (I/U-l/c)2). 

However, 

_1=d~=~+T~ 
U dw c c2 ,d T . (8.4) 

Therefore (8.3) can be rewritten as 

(8.5) 

Because of (4.1) and (5.2), the higher· the order of the solution, the 
smaller the period. Owing to (8.5), this will be said in other words, the higher 
the order, the smaller the amplitude. 

Using (4.6), one has 

'YJd~ = Rl exp i (0 + Cl) in which tan 0 = e /e . (8.6) 
Therefore 

(c/v 1)2-1 = (1)d~)2=RI2exp2i(0+Cl)' 

On the other hand, 

(8.7) 

d c/d T = sec o'(d e/d T) exp (i 0') 

Thus (8.5) will take the form 

in which tano'= de/de. (8.8) 

27tA(~)=(T;/rSe;}' fj.-expi{o'-2(0+c1)} (8.9) 

which has the condition 

sec 0' (d e/d T) ~ 0, 
because 

de {( de)2 (de )2}1/2 '. d T = d T + d T exp (~o') . 

9. RIEMANN sheets 

If a line source 

'Vro = 7t Ho (2)(kr) exp (i w t) (9.1) 

is supposed at z=E in the superficial layer, the displacement in that layer 
will be expressed byo 

(9.2) 

in which 
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Then VI in (9.2) is customarily estimated by the next calculation 

VI = J d ~ + .s Res. , 
L . 
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(9.4) 

in which the first term of the right hand side means line integrals including 
those along branch lines and the second term is derived from poles on 
~-plane. 

kl =0 gives effectively no branch point, because 1J'" 1 keeps the same value 
even if T"J1 in (9.3) changes its sign. On the other hand, k2 =0 gives branch 
points, because 1J'" 1 will have a different value if T"J2 changes its sign. 

i) When a part of 1j2~2=0 is taken as a branch line, two types of RIEMANN 

sheets will be constructed as shown in Fig. 16. As already examined above 
in section 2, there is no pole in the fourth quadrant on the upper sheet of Fig. 
16(a). The lower sheet of this figure cannot be a perimissible sheetS), because 

0 0 0 0 0 0 .. II II II II II 

I <§I (.,!I I~ (~ I~ ~ 

1 i-it 1 -~2-i~ 1 1 ?z~i'2 1 - ." '7z + ,12 
1 

X X 
- '" -1.+ i'7z ~z+ I?Z - "" -'7, + 112 - "'. - ~2- ... 72 

(0) (b) 

Fig. 16. RIEMANN sheets having a branch line TJ2 ·or '1]2 =0. 

V2 must regress in z-direction on the 
left side of it. For the same reason 

as this, the lower sheet of Fig. 16(b) 

cannot also be a permissible sheet. 
Looking back upon (3.8), the 

upper sheet of Fig. 16(b) can be a per
missible RIEMANN sheet and it has 
poles, as has been seen in section 6. 

On this sheet residues of (9.4) will 
be obtained from the whole loci of 

... , ..... <-
U II ~ d 
0 0 0 
H n " n 

I'" (~ I ..... I~ 

1 fa-It 1 ra+l~ 1 -~-it 1 
X 

-1.+ If. -fa- i7a 
Fig. 17. RIEMANN sheets having a 

branch line ~=k2' 
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the complex root on ~-plane, for instance Fig. 9 or Fig. 12. It will be diffi
cult, however, to calculate the integral along the branch line 1)2= O. 

ii) When t =k2 is taken as a branch line, as LAMB did, RIEMANN sheets 
will be those shown by Fig. 17. On the upper sheet 6fthis figure complex roots 

must exist in a part '72=f)2+ i 7]2' .' 

Looking at Fig. 9 or 12, one sees that poles will survive between ~ =0 
and ~ =k2 in the fourth quadrant. 

iii) When the chain line starting from k2 and ~. 0=0 is taken as a branch 
line in place of ~ =k2 in Fig. 9 or 12, poles will survive only in the region sur

rounded by the chain)ine and ~ = O. Again calculations' along this branch line 
will be difficult . 

. iv) When the method of the steepest- descent is applied in (9.4) by 

developping the denominator of (9.3), there exists no pole on r-'plane. 
Various values of ~ Res. in (9.4) will be obtained by'different selectionS' 

of the branch line. This variety of ~ Res. should be adjusted by hdf, because 
,yl of (9.4) must be kept constant in whatever location of the branch lin~. 

10. Conclusions 

If ~ x>1 will be assumed for the calculation of SLd~ in (9.4), as usual in 
cases of i), ii) and iii), the coefficient exp (~x) in (9.2) must become very 
small, otherwise ~ I~ must be neary zero. This means that almost all waves 
derived from complex roots will be trivial, particularly for case (a) in which 
VdVl> 1, since powerful LOVE waves should coexist with them. For case (b) 
in which 0 < V2/V 1 < 1 there is no wave derived from a nial root. Therefore 

the waves derived from complex roots may be "closeuped" when l x is not 
much larger than unity and, I ~ H! is considerably smaller than uriity. 

It must be noted that the zeroth order of the solution can not make large 

amplitudes if it does exist, because dc/dT in (8.9) must be very small as shown 
in Fig. 13 (b). 
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